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NY Post: Immigration Experts Say Biden “Migrants” Are
Likely Here Forever

AP Images

As predicted, the illegal aliens whom
President Joe Biden has illegally flown into
the country will almost certainly be here
“indefinitely.” Translation: They’re here
forever.

Former immigration officials told the New
York Post last week that Immigration and
Customs Enforcement doesn’t have the
capacity to deport them, and that the agency
is now tracking some seven million of the so-
called migrants, millions of whom Biden
released to become colonists and crime
lords.

And as The New American reported early this month, citing Tod Bensman of the Center for Immigration
Studies, Biden has targeted Florida, a Red state that can determine a presidential election.

400,000 migrants flown to US under Biden parole program ‘likely staying here forever’:
Experts https://t.co/sojumsoL3e pic.twitter.com/gSyCDwwrf8

— New York Post (@nypost) May 1, 2024

The Latest

Biden has imported almost half a million illegals through the CHNV program aimed at Cubans,
Hondurans, Nicaraguans, and Venezuelans.

Since the program began in October 2022, the Post observed, some 400,000 had used the program to
invade the country as of February.

But “immigration experts say the huge influx — equivalent to 1,000 people per day — are unlikely to
simply go home at the end of the two year parole period, the newspaper explained:

“They’re overwhelming the system [which] more than likely will result in these people
staying here forever,” Donald Trump’s former Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE)
Director Tom Homan told The Post.

Parolees have three options — the DHS can extend their parole period, they can hire a
lawyer to establish legal residency or illegally overstay in the US.

The Biden administration is not likely to hunt down parolees who merely overstay their two
years in the US, Homan said.

“ICE is not looking for noncriminal fugitives, they’re not,” Homan said.…

Former ICE field office director John Fabbricatore confirmed to The Post that if parolees on
the program are not removed by the Biden administration, many are likely to overstay and
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“be added to the non-detained ICE docket,” meaning they will be listed, but not actively
pursued.

Fabbricatore warned that docket currently has around “seven million cases ICE is already
monitoring.”

But another former immigration official told the Post that ICE will do a “blanket extension” of paroles,
and that tracking them will be “nearly impossible.”

What that means for GOP presidential candidate Donald Trump’s promise of the “largest domestic
deportation operation in American history” is unclear. 

Then again, whether Trump can overcome the leftist lawfare and hurricane of media hysteria should he
attempt mass deportation is another question.

Destinations, Raw Numbers

Last week, citing federal data subpoenaed by the U.S. House Homeland Security Committee, Fox News
reported that some 200,000 illegals flew into the country between January and August 2023, and that
80 percent, some 161,000 or so, landed in four cities in Florida: Miami, Orlando, Tampa Bay, and Ft.
Lauderdale.

The data from the Department of Homeland Security showed the cities that received the most
“migrants,” Fox reported, with Miami and Ft. Lauderdale alone receiving more than 150,000:

1) Miami, Florida: 91,821

2) Ft. Lauderdale, Florida: 60,461

3) New York City, New York: 14,827

4) Houston, Texas: 7,923

5) Orlando, Florida: 6,043

6) Los Angeles, California: 3,271

7) Tampa, Florida: 3,237

8) Dallas, Texas: 2,256

9) San Francisco, California: 2,052

10) Atlanta, Georgia: 1,796

11) Newark, New Jersey: 1,498

12) Washington, D.C.: 1,472

13) Chicago, Illinois: 496

14) Las Vegas, Nevada: 483

15) Austin, Texas: 171

But the data on Florida are low. As The New American reported in March, citing Bensman, Biden has
dumped more than 325,000 “migrants” into the state through February this year.
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Biden’s goal, of course, is to destroy Florida as a GOP stronghold, knowing those “migrants” are future
Democratic voters. And until then, they can alter the apportionment of congressional districts because
illegals are counted in the decennial census.

As for the parole program itself, the administration confessed that it is illegal, the committee noted at
its website:

DHS further admits that none of these individuals have a legal basis to enter the country
before being paroled through the program, stating, “All individuals paroled into the United
States are, by definition, inadmissible, including those paroled under the CHNV Processes.”

National Security Threat

But bad as their sheer numbers are, Biden’s migrants are a major crime and national security problem.
The administration has no idea who is entering the country, as myriad news reports make clear.

The “migrants” are accosting and threatening shoppers at stores, for instance. At a Home Depot in New
York, they gather at the store’s doors, then pressure shoppers to let them help carry the recently-
purchased merchandise to the shoppers’ cars. A store in Westchester County, New York, hired K-9
security because the invaders are such a nuisance.

But so far, they haven’t raped any women in the parking lot. But rape is, indeed, a Biden “migrant”
specialty.

Two occurred in Massachusetts.

ICE arrested one Bay State-based “migrant” rape suspect, but whom police released after ignoring a
detainer from the immigration bureau. The Brazilian illegal entered the country in 2021 and was
released at the border.

In March, cops bagged a Haitian rape suspect whom Biden flew directly into the country and released.

The residents of Kenner, Louisiana, have also enjoyed the fruits of Biden’s “migrants.” In February,
cops there arrested a Honduran for raping a 14-year-old girl and stabbing a 62-year-old man. He, too,
was released at the border.

Perhaps the worst case is that of Venezuelan murder suspect Jose Ibarra. He is charged in the murder
of nursing student Laken Riley in Athens, Georgia. Biden released him and his two criminal brothers at
the border. One of the Ibarras is linked to Tren de Aragua, the “migrant” gang that launched a street-
crime wave in New York City. Missouri GOP Senator Josh Hawley recently hammered Homeland
Security Secretary Alejandro Mayorkas for giving Jose Ibarra a work permit after he was arrested for
harming a child in New York City.

In December, a drunk-driving Venezuelan “migrant,” police allege, killed 12-year-old Travis Wolfe of St.
Charles, Missouri.

In March last year, border authorities released a Somali terrorist at the border whom ICE had to track
down. Agents didn’t collar him until January.

As well, the unvetted “migrants” are also a major national security threat, 10 FBI officials wrote to
congressional leaders to say that Biden has permitted a “soft invasion” of the United State by single,
military age men. Tens of thousands are from hostile countries such as China, the officials wrote, and
are “potential operators in what appears to be an accelerated and strategic penetration, a soft invasion,
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designed to gain internal access to a country that cannot be invaded militarily in order to inflict
catastrophic damage if and when enemies deem it necessary.”
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